Words often gain new senses in new domains. Being able to automatically identify, from a corpus of monolingual text, which word tokens are being used in a previously unseen sense has applications to machine translation and other tasks sensitive to lexical semantics. We define a task, SENSESPOTTING, in which we build systems to spot tokens that have new senses in new domain text. Instead of difficult and expensive annotation, we build a goldstandard by leveraging cheaply available parallel corpora, targeting our approach to the problem of domain adaptation for machine translation. Our system is able to achieve F-measures of as much as 80%, when applied to word types it has never seen before. Our approach is based on a large set of novel features that capture varied aspects of how words change when used in new domains.
Introduction
As Magnini et al. (2002) observed, the domain of the text that a word occurs in is a useful signal for performing word sense disambiguation (e.g. in a text about finance, bank is likely to refer to a financial institution while in a text about geography, it is likely to refer to a river bank). However, in the classic WSD task, ambiguous word types and a set of possible senses are known in advance. In this work, we focus on the setting where we observe texts in two different domains and want to identify words in the second text that have a sense that did not appear in the first text, without any lexical knowledge in the new domain.
To illustrate the task, consider the French noun rapport. In the parliament domain, this meansé (and is translated as) "report." However, in moving to a medical or scientific domain, the word gains a new sense: "ratio", which simply does not exist in the parliament domain. In a science domain, the "report" sense exists, but it is dominated about 12:1 by "ratio." In a medical domain, the "report" sense remains dominant (about 2:1), but the new "ratio" sense appears frequently. In this paper we define a new task that we call SENSESPOTTING. The goal of this task is to identify words in a new domain monolingual text that appeared in old domain text but which have a new, previously unseen sense 1 . We operate under the framework of phrase sense disambiguation (Carpuat and Wu, 2007) , in which we take automatically align parallel data in an old domain to generate an initial old-domain sense inventory. This sense inventory provides the set of "known" word senses in the form of phrasal translations. Concrete examples are shown in Table 1 . One of our key contributions is the development of a rich set of features based on monolingual text that are indicative of new word senses. This work is driven by an application need. When machine translation (MT) systems are applied in a new domain, many errors are a result of: (1) previously unseen (OOV) source language words, or (2) source language words that appear with a new sense and which require new transla-tions 2 (Carpuat et al., 2012) . Given monolingual text in a new domain, OOVs are easy to identify, and their translations can be acquired using dictionary extraction techniques (Rapp, 1995; Fung and Yee, 1998; Schafer and Yarowsky, 2002; Schafer, 2006; Haghighi et al., 2008; Mausam et al., 2010; Daumé III and Jagarlamudi, 2011) , or active learning (Bloodgood and Callison-Burch, 2010) . However, previously seen (even frequent) words which require new translations are harder to spot.
Because our motivation is translation, one significant point of departure between our work and prior related work ( §3) is that we focus on word tokens. That is, we are not interested only in the question of "has this known word (type) gained a new sense?", but the much more specific question of "is this particular (token) occurrence of this known word being used in a new sense?" Note that for both the dictionary mining setting and the active learning setting, it is important to consider words in context when acquiring their translations.
Task Definition
Our task is defined by two data components. Details about their creation are in §5. First, we need an old-domain sense dictionary, extracted from French-English parallel text (in our case, parliamentary proceedings). Next, we need new-domain monolingual French text (we use medical text, scientific text and movie subtitle text). Given these two inputs, our challenge is to find tokens in the new-domain text that are being used in a new sense (w.r.t. the old-domain dictionary).
We assume that we have access to a small amount of new domain parallel "tuning data." From this data, we can extract a small new domain dictionary ( §5). By comparing this new domain dictionary to the old domain dictionary, we can identify which words have gained new senses. In this way, we turn the SENSESPOTTING problem into a supervised binary classification problem: an example is a French word in context (in the new domain monolingual text) and its label is positive when it is being used in a sense that did not exist in the old domain dictionary. In this task, the classifier is always making predictions on words 2 Sense shifts do not always demand new translations; some ambiguities are preserved across languages. E.g., fenêtre can refer to a window of a building or on a monitor, but translates as "window" either way. Our experiments use bilingual data with an eye towards improving MT performance: we focus on words that demand new translations.
outside this tuning data on word types it has never seen before! From an applied perspective, the assumption of a small amount of parallel data in the new domain is reasonable: if we want an MT system for a new domain, we will likely have some data for system tuning and evaluation.
Related Work
While word senses have been studied extensively in lexical semantics, research has focused on word sense disambiguation, the task of disambiguating words in context given a predefined sense inventory (e.g., Agirre and Edmonds (2006) ), and word sense induction, the task of learning sense inventories from text (e.g., Agirre and Soroa (2007) ). In contrast, detecting novel senses has not received as much attention, and is typically addressed within word sense induction, rather than as a distinct SENSESPOTTING task. Novel sense detection has been mostly motivated by the study of language change over time. Most approaches model changes in co-occurrence patterns for word types when moving between corpora of old and modern language (Sagi et al., 2009; Cook and Stevenson, 2010; Gulordava and Baroni, 2011) .
Since these type-based models do not capture polysemy in the new language, there have been a few attempts at detecting new senses at the tokenlevel as in SENSESPOTTING. Lau et al. (2012) leverage a common framework to address sense induction and disambiguation based on topic models (Blei et al., 2003) . Sense induction is framed as learning topic distributions for a word type, while disambiguation consists of assigning topics to word tokens. This model can interestingly be used to detect newly coined senses, which might co-exist with old senses in recent language. Bamman and Crane (2011) use parallel Latin-English data to learn to disambiguate Latin words into English senses. New English translations are used as evidence that Latin words have shifted sense. In contrast, the SENSESPOTTING task consists of detecting when senses are unknown in parallel data.
Such novel sense induction methods require manually annotated datasets for the purpose of evaluation. This is an expensive process and therefore evaluation is typically conducted on a very small scale. In contrast, our SENSESPOTTING task leverages automatically word-aligned parallel corpora as a source of annotation for supervision during training and evaluation.
The impact of domain on novel senses has also received some attention. Most approaches operate at the type-level, thus capturing changes in the most frequent sense of a word when shifting domains (McCarthy et al., 2004; McCarthy et al., 2007; Erk, 2006; Chan and Ng, 2007) . Chan and Ng (2007) notably show that detecting changes in predominant sense as modeled by domain sense priors can improve sense disambiguation, even after performing adaptation using active learning.
Finally, SENSESPOTTING has not been addressed directly in MT. There has been much interest in translation mining from parallel or comparable corpora for unknown words, where it is easy to identify which words need translations. In contrast, SENSESPOTTING detects when words have new senses and, thus, frequently a new translation. Work on active learning for machine translation has focused on collecting translations for longer unknown segments (e.g., Bloodgood and CallisonBurch (2010) ). There has been some interest in detecting which phrases that are hard to translate for a given system (Mohit and Hwa, 2007) , but difficulties can arise for many reasons: SENSESPOT-TING focuses on a single problem.
New Sense Indicators
We define features over both word types and word tokens. In our classification setting, each instance consists of a French word token in context. Our word type features ignore this context and rely on statistics computed over our entire new domain corpus. In contrast, our word token features consider the context of the particular instance of the word. If it were the case that only one sense existed for all word tokens of a particular type within a single domain, we would expect our word type features to be able to spot new senses without the help of the word token features. However, in fact, even within a single domain, we find that often a word type is used with several senses, suggesting that word token features may also be useful.
Type-level Features
Lexical Item Frequency Features A very basic property of the new domain that we hope to capture is that word frequencies change, and such changes might be indicative of a domain shift. As such, we compute unigram log probabilities (via smoothed relative frequencies) of each word under consideration in the old domain and the new domain. We then add as features these two log probabilities as well as their difference. These are our Type:RelFreq features.
N-gram Probability Features
The goal of the Type:NgramProb feature is to capture the fact that "unusual contexts" might imply new senses. To capture this, we can look at the log probability of the word under consideration given its N-gram context, both according to an old-domain language model (call this old ng ) and a new-domain language model (call this new ng ). However, we do not simply want to capture unusual words, but words that are unlikely in context, so we also need to look at the respective unigram log probabilities: Topic Model Feature The intuition behind the topic model feature is that if a word's distribution over topics changes when moving into a new domain, it is likely to also gain a new sense. For example, suppose that in our old domain, the French word enceinte is only used with the sense "wall," but in our new domain, enceinte may have senses corresponding to either "wall" or to "pregnant." We would expect to see this reflected in enceinte's distribution over topics: the topic that places relatively high probabilities on words such as "bébé" (English "baby") and enfant (English "child") will also place a high probability on enceinte when trained on new domain data. In the old domain, however, we would not expect a similar topic (if it exists) to give a high probability to enceinte. Based on this intuition, for all words w, where T o and T n are the set of old and new topics and P o and P n are the old and new distributions defined over them, respectively, and cos is the cosine similarity between a pair of topics, we define the feature Type:TopicSim:
For a word w, the feature value will be high if, for each new domain topic t that places high probability on w, there is an old domain topic t that is similar to t and also places a high probability on w. Conversely, if no such topic exists, the score will be low, indicating the word has gained a new sense. We use the online LDA (Blei et al., 2003; Hoffman et al., 2010) , implemented in http://hunch.net/˜vw/ to compute topics on the two domains separately. We use 100 topics. Context Feature It is expected that words acquiring new senses will tend to neighbor different sets of words (e.g. different arguments, prepositions, parts of speech, etc.). Thus, we define an additional type level feature to be the ratio of the number of new domain n-grams (up to length three) that contain word w and which do not appear in the old domain to the total number of new domain n-grams containing w. With N w indicating the set of n-grams in the new domain which contain w, O w indicating the set of n-grams in the old domain which contain w, and |N w − O w | indicating the n-grams which contain w and appear in the new but not the old domain, we define Type:Contextas |Nw−Ow| |Nw| . We do not count n-grams containing OOVs, as they may simply be instances of applying the same sense of a word to a new argument 4.2 Token-level Features N-gram Probability Features Akin to the Ngram probability features at the type level (namely, Token:NgramProb), we compute the same values at the token level (new/old domain and unigram/trigram). Instead of computing statistics over the entire monolingual corpus, we use the instantaneous values of these features for the token under consideration. The six features we construct are: unigram (and trigram) log probabilities in the old domain, the new domain, and their difference. Context Features Following the type-level ngram feature, we define features for a particular word token based on its n-gram context. For token w i , in position i in a given sentence, we consider its context words in a five word window: w i−2 , w i−1 , w i+1 , and w i+2 . For each of the four contextual words in positions p = {−2, −1, 1, 2}, relative to i, we define the following feature, Token:CtxCnt: log(c wp ) where c wp is the number of times word w p appeared in position p relative to w i in the OLD-domain data. We also define a single feature which is the percent of the four contextual words which had been seen in the OLDdomain data, Token:Ctx%. Token-Level PSD Features These features aim to capture generalized characteristics of a context. Towards this end, first, we pose the problem as a phrase sense disambiguation (PSD) problem over the known sense inventory. Given a source word in a context, we train a classifier to predict the most likely target translation. The ground truth labels (target translation for a given source word) for this classifier are generated from the phrase table of the old domain data. We use the same set of features as in Carpuat and Wu (2007) . Second, given a source word s, we use this classifier to compute the probability distribution of target translations p(t|s) . Subsequently, we use this probability distribution to define new features for the SENSESPOTTING task. The idea is that, if a word is used in one of the known senses then its context must have been seen previously and hence we hope that the PSD classifier outputs a spiky distribution. On the other hand, if the word takes a new sense then hopefully it is used in an unseen context resulting in the PSD classifier outputting an uniform distribution. Based on this intuition, we add the following features: MaxProb is the maximum probability of any target translation: max t p(t|s). Entropy is the entropy of the probability distribution: − t p(t|s) log p(t|s). Spread is the difference between maximum and minimum probabilities of the probability distribution: max t p(t|s) − min t p(t|s) . Confusion is the uncertainty in the most likely prediction given the source token: mediantp(t|s) maxt p(t|s) . The use of median in the numerator rather than the second best is motivated by the observation that, in most cases, top ranked translations are of the same sense but differ in morphology.
We train the PSD classifier in two modes: 1) a single global classifier that predicts the target translation given any source word; 2) a local classifier for each source word. When training the global PSD classifier, we include some lexical features that depend on the source word. For both modes, we use real valued and binned features giving rise to four families of features Token:G-PSD, Token:G-PSDBin, Token:L-PSD and Token:L-PSDBin.
Prior vs. Posterior PSD Features When the PSD classifier is trained in the second mode, i.e. one classifier per word type, we can define additional features based on the prior (with out the word context) and posterior (given the word's context) probability distributions output by the classifier, i.e. p prior (t|s) and p post. (t|s) respec- MaxNorm is the ratio of maximum probabilities in prior and posterior distributions. SpreadNorm is the ratio of spread of the prior and posterior distributions, where spared is the difference between maximum and minimum probabilities of the distribution as defined earlier.
ConfusionNorm is the ratio of confusion of the prior and posterior distributions, where confusion is defined as earlier.
Data and Gold Standard
The first component of our task is a parallel corpus of old domain data, for which we use the French-English Hansard parliamentary proceedings (http://www.parl.gc.ca). From this, we extract an old domain sense dictionary, using the Moses MT framework (Koehn et al., 2007) . This defines our old domain sense dictionary. For new domains, we use three sources: (1) the EMEA medical corpus (Tiedemann, 2009) , (2) a corpus of scientific abstracts, and (3) a corpus of translated movie subtitles (Tiedemann, 2009) . Basic statistics are shown in Table 2 . In all parallel corpora, we normalize the English for American spelling.
To create the gold standard truth, we followed a lexical sample apparoach and collected a set of 300 "representative types" that are interesting to evaluate on, because they have multiple senses within a single domain or whose senses are likely to change in a new domain. We used a semi-automatic approach to identify representative types. We first used the phrase In practice, we limited our set almost entirely to source words, and included only a single multiword phrase, vue des enfants, which usually translates as "for children" in the old domain but almost always translates as "sight of children" in the EMEA domain (as in ". . . should be kept out of the sight of children"). Nothing in the way we have defined, approached, or evaluated the SENS-ESPOTTING task is dependent on the use of representative words instead of longer representative phrases. We chose to consider mostly source language words for simplicity and because it was easier to identify good candidate words.
In addition to the manually chosen words, we also identified words where the translation with the highest lexical weight varied in different domains, with the intuition being that are the words that are likely to have acquired a new sense. The top 200 words from this were added to the manually selected representative words to form a list of 450. Table 3 shows some statistics about these words across our three test domains.
Experiments

Experimental setup
Our goal in evaluation is to be able to understand what our approach is realistically capable of. One challenge is that the distribution of representative words is highly skewed. 4 We present results in terms of area under the ROC curve (AUC), 5 micro-averaged precision/recall/fmeasure and macro-averaged precision/recall/fmeasure. For macro-averaging, we compute a single confusion matrix over all the test data and determining P/R/F from that matrix. For microaveraging, we compute a separate confusion matrix for each word type on the French side, compute P/R/F for each of these separately, and then average the results. (Thus, micro-F is not a function of micro-P and micro-R.) The AUC and macro-averaged scores give a sense of how well the system is doing on a type-level basis (essentially weighted by type frequency), while the micro-averaged scores give a sense as to how well the system is doing on individual types, not taking into account their frequencies.
For most of our results, we present standard deviations to help assess significance (±2σ is roughly a 90% confidence interval). For our results, in which we use new-domain training data, we compute these results via 16-fold cross validation. The folds are split across types so the system is never being tested on a word type that it has seen before. We do this because it more closely resembles our application goals. We do 16-fold for convenience, because we divide the data into binary folds recursively (thus having a power-of-two is easier), with an attempt to roughly balance the size of the training sets in each fold (this is tricky because of the skewed nature of the data). This entire 16-fold cross-validation procedure is repeated 10 times and averages and standard deviations are over the 160 replicates.
We evaluate performance using our type-level features only, TYPEONLY, our token-level features only, TOKENONLY, and using both our type and our token level features, ALLFEATURES.
We compare our results with two baselines: RANDOM and CONSTANT. RANDOM predicts new-sense or not-new-sense randomly and with equal probability. CONSTANT always predicts new-sense, achieving 100% recall and a macrolevel precision that is equal to the percent of representative words which do have a new sense, modulo cross-validation splits (see Table 3 ). Addi-tionally, we compare our results with a type-level oracle, TYPEORACLE. For all tokens of a given word type, the oracle predicts the majority label (new-sense or not-new-sense) for that word type. These results correspond to an upper bound for the TYPEONLY experiments.
Classification Setup
For all experiments, we use a linear classifier trained by stochastic gradient descent to optimize logistic loss. We also did some initial experiments on development data using boosted decision trees instead and other loss functions (hinge loss, squared loss), but they never performed as well. In all cases, we perform 20 passes over the training data, using development data to perform early stopping (considered at the end of each pass). We also use development data to tune a regularizer (either 1 or 2 ) and its regularization weight. 6 Finally, all real valued features are automatically bucketed into 10 consecutive buckets, each with (approximately) the same number of elements. Each learner uses a small amount of development data to tune a threshold on scores for predicting new-sense or not-a-new-sense, using macro F-measure as an objective. Table 4 shows our results on the SENSESPOT-TING task. Classifiers based on the features that we defined outperform both baselines in all macro-level evaluations for the SENSESPOTTING task. Using AUC as an evaluation metric, the TOKENONLY, TYPEONLY, and ALLFEATURES models performed best on EMEA, Science, and Subtitles data, respectively. Our token-level features perform particularly poorly on the Science and Subtitles data. Although the model trained on only those features achieves reasonable precision (72.59 and 70.00 on Science and Subs, respectively), its recall is very low (20.41 and 35.15), indicating that the model classifies many new-sense words as not-new-sense. Most of our token-level features capture the intuition that when a word token appears in new or infrequent contexts, it is likely to have gained a new sense. Our results indicate that this intuition was more fruitful for EMEA than for Science or Subs.
Result Summary
In contrast, the type-only features (TYPEONLY) Table 4 : Complete SENSESPOTTING results for all domains. The scores are from cross-validation on a single domain; in all cases, higher is better. Two standard deviations of performance over the crossvalidation are shown in small type. For all domains and metrics, the highest (not necessarily statistically significant) non-oracle results are bolded.
are relatively weak for predicting new senses on EMEA data but stronger on Subs (TYPEONLY AUC performance is higher than both baselines) and even stronger on Science data (TYPEONLY AUC and f-measure performance is higher than both baselines as well as the ALLFEATURESmodel). In our experience with the three datasets, we know that the Science data, which contains abstracts from a wide variety of scientific disciplines, is the most diverse, followed by the Subs data, and then EMEA, which mostly consists of text from drug labels and tends to be quite repetitive. Thus, it makes sense that type-level features would be the most informative for the least homogeneous dataset. Representative words in scientific text are likely to appear in variety of contexts, while in the EMEA data they may only appear in a few, making it easier to contrast them with the distributions observed in the old domain data.
For all domains, in micro-level evaluation, our models fail to outperform the CONSTANT baseline. Recall that the micro-level evaluation computes precision, recall, and f-measure for all word tokens of a given word type and then averages across word types. We observe that words that are less frequent in both the old and the new domains are more likely to have a new sense than more frequent words, which causes the CONSTANT baseline to perform reasonably well. In contrast, it is more difficult for our models to make good predictions for less frequent words. A low frequency in the new domain makes type level features (estimated over only a few instances) noisy and unreliable. Similarly, a low frequency in the old domain makes the our token level features, which all contrast with old domain instances of the word type.
Feature Ablation
In the previous section, we observed that (with one exception) both Type-level and Token-level features are useful in our task (in some cases, essential). In this section, we look at finer-grained feature distinctions through a process of feature ablation. In this setting, we begin with all features in a model and remove one feature at a time, always removing the feature that hurts performance least. For these experiments, we determine which feature to remove using AUC. Note that we're actually able to beat (by 2-4 points AUC) the scores from Table 4 by removing features!
The results here are somewhat mixed. In EMEA and Science, one can actually get by (according to AUC) with very few features: just two (Type:NgramProband Type:Context) are sufficient to achieve optimal AUC scores. To get higher Macro-F scores requires nearly all the features, though this is partially due to the choice of Table 6 : Cross-domain test results on the SENS-ESPOTTING task. Two standard deviations are shown in small type. Only AUC, Macro-F and Micro-F are shown for brevity. AUC as the measure on which to ablate. It's quite clear that for Science, all the useful information is in the type-level features, a result that echoes what we saw in the previous section. While for EMEA and Subs, both type-and token-level features play a significant role. Considering the six most useful features in each domain, the ones that pop out as frequently most useful are the global PSD features, the ngram probability features (either type-or token-based), the relative frequency features and the context features.
Cross-Domain Training
One disadvantage to the previous method for evaluating the SENSESPOTTING task is that it requires parallel data in a new domain. Suppose we have no parallel data in the new domain at all, yet still want to attack the SENSESPOTTING task. One option is to train a system on domains for which we do have parallel data, and then apply it in a new domain. This is precisely the setting we explore in this section. Now, instead of performing cross-validation in a single domain (for instance, Science), we take the union of all of the training data in the other domains (e.g., EMEA and Subs), train a classifier, and then apply it to Science. This classifier will almost certainly be worse than one trained on NEW (Science) but does not require any parallel data in that domain. (Hyperparameters are chosen by development data from the OLD union.)
The results of this experiment are shown in Table 6 . We include results for TOKENONLY, TYPEONLY and ALLFEATURES; all of these are trained in the cross-domain setting. To ease comparison to the results that do not suffer from domain shift, we also present "XV-ALLFEATURES", which are results copied from Table 4 in which parallel data from NEW is used. Overall, there is a drop of about 7.3% absolute in AUC, moving from XV-ALLFEATURES to ALLFEATURES, including a small improvement in Science (likely because Science is markedly smaller than Subs, and "more difficult" than EMEA with many word types).
Detecting Most Frequent Sense Changes
We define a second, related task: MOSTFRE-QSENSECHANGE. In this task, instead of predicting if a given word token has a sense which is brand new with respect to the old domain, we predict whether it is being used with a a sense which is not the one that was observed most frequently in the old domain. In our EMEA, Science, and Subtitles data, 68.2%, 48.3%, and 69.6% of word tokens' predominant sense changes. Table 7 : Cross-validation results on the MOST-FREQSENSECHANGE task. Two standard deviations are shown in small type.
We use the same set of features and learning framework to generate and evaluate models for this task. While the SENSESPOTTING task has MT utility in suggesting which new domain words demand a new translation, the MOSTFRE-QSENSECHANGE task has utility in suggesting which words demand a new translation probability distribution when shifting to a new domain. Table 7 shows the results of our MOSTFRE-QSENSECHANGE task experiments.
Results on the MOSTFREQSENSECHANGE task are somewhat similar to those for the SENS-ESPOTTING task. Again, our models perform better under a macro-level evaluation than under a micro-level evaluation. However, in contrast to the SENSESPOTTING results, token-level features perform quite well on their own for all domains. It makes sense that our token level features have a better chance of success on this task. The important comparison now is between a new domain token in context and the majority of the old domain tokens of the same word type. This comparison is likely to be more informative than when we are equally interested in identifying overlap between the current token and any old domain senses. Like the SENSESPOTTING results, when doing a microlevel evaluation, our models do not perform as well as the CONSTANT baseline, and, as before, we attribute this to data sparsity.
Learning Curves
All of the results presented so far use classifiers trained on instances of representative types (i.e. "representative tokens") extracted from fairly large new domain parallel corpora (see Table 3 ), consisting of between 22 and 36 thousand parallel sentences, which yield between 8 and 35 thousand representative tokens. Although we expect some new domain parallel tuning data to be available in most MT settings, we would like to know how many representative types are required to achieve good performance on the SENSESPOTTING task. Figure 6 .5 shows learning curves over the number of representative tokens that are used to train SENSESPOTTING classifiers. In fact, only about 25-50% of the data we used is really necessary to achieve the performance observed before.
